
Hope for Haiti August 2013 Newsletter

Being part of Hope for Haiti requires investment. Whether it’s time, talents,
or treasures, we are excited to bring you updates on what God is doing
through  projects  and  people  in  Haiti.  Thank  you  for  investing  with  us.
Here’s some ways your investment has rippled from America to Haiti

Investing  time  in  Haiti  requires  a  stop  at Bois  Neuf.
Does  the  building  look  different  than  the  last  time
you’ve seen it? Not only has a stump been removed
that  caused backing  out  of  the  property  worrisome,
but Haitians have also contributed to completing the
second phase of  the classrooms on the south side.

See more at http://www.hopeforhaiti.ws/#/projects/bois-neuf.

You can continue to invest time. Take a minute or two and check out Pastor
Marcel in the mountains of Colorado. These videos appeared on Facebook,
and  now  they  are  on  a  special  website  page:
http://www.hopeforhaiti.ws/#/photosvideos/colorado-video-clips.

Investing  talents in  Haiti  requires  a  call  to  action.
Colmini,  located  in  the  desert,  could  be  the  home
ofsolar power. Do you know someone with expertise
in this area? Do you know a company with the talents
to  volunteer?  Contact  Hope  for  Haiti  via  email
(saintmarchaiti@gmail.com), Facebook,  or  postal  mail

(7119 Tyner Crossing Dr., Chattanooga, TN 37421) with your suggestions.

You can continue to invest talents. A medical team will be traveling to Haiti
September  12-21. Pray for  the  team  to  see  God  at  work.  They  will  be
traveling  to  a  remote  location  to  teach  those  without  easy  access  to
medical  facilities  how  to  do basic  healthcare,  and especially  midwifery.
They will also host clinics.

Investing treasures in Haiti requires a more personal touch.Sponsors who
have  invested  in  children  at  Bois  Neuf,  Charette,  or  Colmini  can  look
forward to updated pictures and information about your child coming soon.
Not  a  sponsor  yet?  Invest  your  heart.  A  small  amount  gives  a  child  a
chance at education, which can turn into a ripple effect for generations.
Learn more at http://www.hopeforhaiti.ws/#/the-children/sponsor-a-child.

You can continue to invest treasures by building a bag. Without leaving
your home, you can send school supplies and needed items
by visiting  our  website’s  Build  a  Bag
pagehttp://www.hopeforhaiti.ws/#/projects/build-a-bag.  Our
volunteers  will  collect  the  items  you’ve  chosen  for  a
suggested donation of $25 and send the items to Haiti for a

little  boy  or  girl  most  in  need.

Thank you again for your time, talents, and treasures. God bless.
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